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No. Action Titles Time Frame 

2016/18 2018/21 2022+ 

1 Install more RRFBs Short 

2 Remove barriers to reducing the speed limit in residential areas. Short 

3 Reduce the speed limit to 40 km/h on roads in residential areas Short 

4 Pilot enhanced lighting at pedestrian crossings. Short 

5 Pilot pedestrian zones in areas with multiple desire lines. Short 

6 Update the pedestrian crossing warrant system. Short 

7 Conduct safety audits for locations with multiple pedestrian 

collisions. 

Short 

8 Develop guidelines and Install more ladder crosswalk markings. Short 

9 Develop design guidelines for pedestrian-scale lighting for sidewalks 

and pathways. 

Short 

10 Pilot new techniques to reduce pedestrian/vehicle conflicts at 

intersections. 

Med 

11 Install more audible pedestrian signals, countdown timers and 

wheelchair ramps. 

Med 

12 Develop guidelines for pedestrian push buttons and improve signal 

timing for pedestrians. 

Med 

13 Build midblock crossings Med 

14 Develop guidelines for pedestrian safety solutions (smart right 

turns, pedestrian refuge islands, raised crossings). 

Med 

15 Pilot/implement recommendations from the Calgary School Site 

Review project. 

Med 

16 Improve pedestrian safety at LRT and CP/CN rail crossings. Med 

17 Launch a Vision Zero campaign Med Long 

18 Create a tactical urbanism program. Short 

19 Conduct a downtown public realm audit to increase public spaces 

for events. 

Short 

20 Update plans for the +15 Network. Short Med 

21 Build new high-value pedestrian under/ over passes and bridges Short Med Long 

22 Build missing links in the sidewalk network Short Med 

23 Develop guidelines for Urban Braille. Med 

24 Pilot the use of shrubs in empty tree boxes. Med 

25 Review and improve pedestrian facilities in transit station areas Med Long 

26 Embed walking principles in community design and development 

review 

Short Med Long 

27 Improve the walking environment on the priority Main Streets 

corridors 

Long 

28 Twin pathways in high use areas Long 

29 Update the construction hoarding policy to encourage keeping 

sidewalks open. 

Short 

30 Create a pedestrian-specific 311 service request category. Short 

31 Improve snow and ice control for pedestrians. Short Med 

32 Improve engineered walkway conditions. 	 - 
Med 
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33 Review closed crosswalks (bedsteads) and re-open whenever 

possible. 

Med 

34 Include all sidewalk closure information on the pathway closures 

map. 

Med 

35 Build pedestrian wayfinding in high-use areas beyond downtown. Med 

36 Clear winter gravel off sidewalks during spring clean-up Long 

37 Increase the priority of snow clearing on City managed sidewalks in 

high pedestrian activity areas 

Long 

38 Create a STEP FORWARD implementation team. Short 

39 Expand Safe and Active Routes to School programs Short 

40 Promote the Mayor's "Walk Challenge" and other walk-to-school 

initiatives. 

Short 

41 Put forward at least three innovative pedestrian projects for 

Council's Innovation Fund. 

Short 

42 Create pedestrian safety campaigns for key issues like distracted 

driving and winter visibility. 

Short 

43 Add questions to the Citizen Satisfaction Survey to keep track of 

attitudes on walking. 

Short 

44 Organize and host pre-conference events for international Walk21 

Conferences. 

Short 

45 Expand and promote the "Go Here" washroom locator app. Med 

46 Create community walking maps that identify places of interest and 

heritage. 

Med 

47 Teach City leadership and staff about pedestrian and accessibility 

needs. 

Med 

48 Develop a walking audit tool to assess public spaces. Med 

49 Collaborate with school boards to include walking in the school 

curriculum. 

Short Med 

50 Encourage property owners to undertake prompt snow and ice 

clearing from sidewalks. 

Med 
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